INTRODUCTION
»The evil that men do lives after them;
the good is oft interred with their bones…«
(Julius Caesar, III, ii)

Through these lines from Julius Caesar, Shakespeare alludes to the conscious selectiveness of remembering. After a series of selection processes, people are able to make choices, take decisions, and eventually
construct their own view of the world. These choices are conditioned by
several parameters encompassed in time and space. They in turn form
limitations through which a fast changing world is conceived. New elements come to life; others die. Our senses are not keen enough to register
all these actions. At the same time, we do not usually acknowledge the
existence of something, unless there are some sensible indicators to it. At
any rate, our disability to detect or observe those indicators by our senses
can neither deny nor confirm their existence. We are unable to realize at
all time and space that certain things have grown old while others have
already turned into artifacts. Left of them are relics, which, though still
present in form, are only shadows of ideas living in the mind of their interpreter. Still, departing from these relics, artifacts, words, essays, oeuvres, paintings, or theater dramas, researchers and other people as well
try to discern meanings of things. They construct concepts in their minds
and attribute to them their own interpretations. In turn, these constitute
their conception of reality and set at the same time the borders of what
they consider as fiction. For this purpose, objects of the environment
change in meaning with different interpreters giving them new dimensions and making more than trivial changes to their esthetics. As is the
case in real life, theater presents a field of different types of interpretations especially in Lebanon.
A multifaceted social structure and the civil war are two factors of influence on theater. During the Lebanese civil war (1975-1990), Beirut
was divided into two areas separated by a demolished downtown with internal frontiers sustained by snipers’ bullets and militias’ bombs. The
outcome of this situation was a demographic division of the Christian
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and Moslem populations respectively into East and West Beirut. Within
this gloomy description of the environment, a few facts drag the attention
of the observer. First, certain types of theater were blossoming like the
one known as Chansonnier Theater,1 which consists of a series of
sketches and songs containing political and social satire. Second, we notice that the performances of a Chansonnier play undergo several changes
when moving among different areas of the Lebanese territory resided by
other religious communities. Adjustments in text, omission of certain
scenes, additional sketches, and an eventual replacement of the actors
themselves are examples of corrections at this level. Third, these arrangements of the esthetic elements coupled with maneuvers to overcome the delicacy of certain topics are aiming at adapting the theater play
to different types of audiences. Fourth, we observe duplication in the
production of theater between East and West Beirut. In addition to that,
certain forms of theater attract a rising number of audiences in both areas
like Popular Theater,2 while others are struggling for survival like Intellectual Theater.3 Other aspiring types disappeared completely from the
scene like the one known in the 1970’s as the Daily Theater.4 All these
are unmistakable changes pertinent to the process of production, which is
tightly linked to the way theater is received by the different audiences.
They are hence indicators of a change in the reception of theater. Knowing that these changes came together with the creation of two milieus resulting from the war, it is essential to seek links between them and the
new environment with its factors of influence.
Other questions rise here about the raison d’être of theater, the differences in form and topic pertinent to each milieu, and the relation between the theaters of each milieu. What are the criteria for interpretation
of the elements of theater? What are the roles and functions of theater in
each milieu? What are the reasons necessitating the above mentioned
modifications when changing areas? What are the conditions for a theater
play to have success among audiences belonging to various religious
communities? On the whole, what are the parameters controlling production and reception of theater?

1

2
3
4

The French translation: »Artiste qui compose ou interprète des textes ou des
chansons, surtout satiriques ou humoristiques.« (Larousse ) . In theater, it refers to a type of play, in which these songs are presented within a frame of
dramatic sketches. See section: Chansonnier Theater.
See section: Popular Theater.
See section: Intellectual and Academic Theater
The term »daily theater« was used in the 1970’s by the actor Hasan Alaa’ adDīn alias »Shoushou.« The idea behind it was to have a theater group making
presentations around the year. With the war and the death of the actor, this
type of theater vanished.
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In this research, I will try to shed a light on theater in Lebanon: its
production and reception types, audiences, and interpretations in each of
the two social worlds constituting the Lebanese environment: Christian
and Moslem. 5

Approach, method, and field research
Theater presents many unknowns. Some researchers limit theater to a
mere artistic context; others approach it from a social perspective. A
classical view of theater consists of a continual comparison between art
and life. Plato writes in his Republic, »Art is imitating life, and life is
only a shadow of the ideal forms« (qtd. in Schechner 1988: 37). As art,
theater consists of several art forms like architecture, music, dance, acting, directing, writing, lighting, and sound. On the other hand, seeking a
role for theater in real life links it to tradition and ritual, through which
human groups express their belonging to each other. Theater can also be
used as a medium or a mediation tool to contribute to some ideology or
system, and this could be for political, humanitarian, economic, or cultural purposes as some Lebanese theater directors would like to define it
(329, 619).6 Theater can be any combination of these interpretations depending on the interpreter. Since choosing a correct approach determines
also the method to be used in finding adequate interpretations, it is useful
at this stage to have an overview of the relevant theories of drama.

Theoretical framework
In Theater Audiences, Susan Bennet (1990) states two paradigms of dramatic emphasis concerning theater. The first is »the performance theorists« represented by a mainstream in North America. To this category
belongs the experimental and theoretical work of Richard Schechner and
his »Performance Group.« We will return to this view later.
The second area of dramatic theory as stated by Bennet, is semiology, which started in the 1930’s and 1940’s with Mukărovský and the
Prague School, working both from Russian Formalist and Saussurian lin5

6

The concept of the social world is used according to the meaning elaborated
by Strauss 1987 (230- 40). In our context, the social world reduces to the denomination of the social environment of the religious communities, defined
by the interviewees (»in-vivo«) as (Óāwā’if). Compare to the concept of »social system« (Luhmann 1984).
These numbers refer to excerpts from interviews gathered in an electronic
database. Those in italics are translated in a separate section. The others are
only found as arabic transcriptions. See sections: The Field Research, Translated Interview Citations, and Appendix C.
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guistic theory. Semiology extended over the 1960’s to the 1980’s where
it was »launched« again with Pavis, Elam, de Marinis, and others, as
Bennet states it. About this approach, Bennet concludes that, »despite the
breadth of semiotic interest, the audience has neglected the audience almost as much as elsewhere.« Keir, for example devotes 9 of 210 pages in
his work to the audience (Bennet 1990: 9-15). In fact, although most of
the semioticians emphasized the importance of the social context and the
spectator in theater, they did not offer a practical method to take that into
consideration. The manageability of this approach is not evident. Making
a code for the signs of theater for each theatrical subject seems as improbable as the universal cultural code that is supposed to be at its foundation. Pavis states the necessity for a ready-made code; however, he
swiftly strays away from it (Bennet 1990: 14). In Semiotik des Theaters:
Das System der theatralischen Zeichen, Band 1, Fischer-Lichte writes:
Bedeutung entsteht dann, wenn ein Zeichen von einem Zeichenbenutzer innerhalb eines Zeichenzusammenhangs auf etwas bezogen wird, sie kann sich
ändern, wenn das Zeichen a) in einen anderen Zeichenzusammenhang eingefügt oder b) auf etwas anderes bezogen oder c) von einem anderen Zeichenbenutzer verwandt wird [...] Mit diesem Charakteristikum erklärt sich auch
die allgemein bekannte Tatsache, daß verschiedene Menschen demselben
Zeichen — sei dies nun ein Wort oder eine Zeichnung, ein Werkzeug oder ein
Gebäude — unterschiedliche Bedeutungen beizulegen vermögen. (FischerLichte 1983: 8-9)

Within this frame of the individual interpretations, finding a corresponding schema of meaning to every sign becomes even more difficult and
presents practical problems. First, how to detect all the signs composing
a performance, and second how to find a common basis among individuals, within which one meaning is assigned to each sign? It is true that the
signs can have several meanings acquired with respect to various interpreters, but how to determine a common interpretation relevant to each
performance? On the other hand, by attributing constant preset meanings
to signs, we are dropping the importance of the differential in meaning
due to the specific performance as a unique event on the time axis. These
factors consitute shaky foundations for the semiotic approach. Schechner
writes:
performances not only play out modes, they play with modes, leaving actions
hanging and unfinished, so theatrical events are fundamentally experimental:
provisional. Any semiotics of performance must start from, and always stand
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steadily on, these unstable slippery bases, made even more uncertain by the
continually shifting receptions of various audiences. (Schechner 1988: xiv).

Schechner gives at this point the clue to the solution by mentioning different receptions corresponding to different audiences. He thus moves
from the individual spectator to the collective audience. In this context,
since the relation between the sign (signifiant) and the thing it refers to
(signifié) depends on the interpreter, looking for an absolute meaning of
the »signifié«—one »right« and »true« meaning—has itself lost its meaning:
Die im hermeneutischen Erkenntnisstil angelegte Selbstreflexion führte [...]
zur Entdeckung und Problematisierung des Lesers und des Interpreten als des
‚Koautors’ von Texten. […] Dabei vollzieht sich sowohl auf der Seite der Interpreten als auch auf der des jeweiligen Dokumentes der Wandel von einer
absoluten zu einer historischen Semantik. [...] Folgerichtig verlor die Suche
nach der ‚einen’ Bedeutung an Bedeutung. (Soeffner 1992a: 14-15)

We recurr thus to a semantic in which the interpretation is based on the
historical meaning of the event of the performance in opposition to an
absolute interpretation valid for all performances. Departing from the historical perspective, the adopted strategy consists of looking for common
patterns of interpretations through the classification of numerous interpretations into types resulting from the social background of the interpreter. Hence, the receptions of the audiences is expressed through patterns of their »understanding process« itself, »how« they formed those
interpretations, and the socialization producing it:
Ging es früher ausschließlich um das »Was« des Verstehens, so ging es nun
mehr und mehr um das »Wie«: um das Verstehen des Verstehens selbst, um
Verfahren, »Regeln«, »Muster«, implizite Prämissen, sozialisatorisch vermittelte Aneignungs-, »Schulungs«- und Überlieferungsweisen des Deutens und
des Verstehens. (Soeffner 1992: 15-6)

Practically, this can be achieved through the construction of the »Idealtypus« as pattern for reception of the different audiences in the case of the
performance: »Eine [...] strukturanalytische Rekonstruktion und Darstellung von Einzelfällen erzielt ihren soziologischen Erklärungswert dann,
wenn sie einmündet in die Konstruktion eines historisch-genetischen »Idealtypus.« [...] Das Verfahren einer solchen konstruktiven Rekonstruktion ist das der historisch-rekonstruktiven Hermeneutik« (Soeffner 1992:
13-4). This »type« is constructed from the output of the »actors« of a cer15
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tain phenomenon going through their explanations of their actions and
the reasons leading to them. From this »type,« the interpreters’ subjective
meaning is deduced, which, in Weber’s conception, is the meaning
sought by sociology as a science:
»Sinn« ist hier entweder a) der tatsächliche α. in einem historisch gegebenen
Fall von einem Handelnden oder β. durchschnittlich und annähernd in einer
gegebenen Masse von Fällen von den Handelnden oder b) in einem begrifflich
konstruierten reinen Typus gedachten Handelnden subjektiv gemeinten Sinn.
Nicht etwa irgendein objektiv »richtiger« oder ein metaphysisch ergründeter
»wahrer« Sinn. Darin liegt der Unterschied der empirischen Wissenschaften
vom Handeln: der Soziologie und der Geschichte, gegenüber allen dogmatischen […] welche an ihren Objekten den »richtigen«, »gültigen« Sinn erforschen wollen. (Weber 1972: 1-2)

Therefore, we do not seek »the right or metaphysically true meaning,«
but in a historical case, the meaning attributed to something by a social
actor, a »Handelnder.« In other terms, this is the reconstruction of the attitude of the individual leading to his or her line of action, which constitutes a construction of the first order (Konstruktion erster Ordnung) in
Schütz’ terminology in his Der sinnhafte Aufbau der Sozialen Welt
(1974). From the potential answers to this raw data, the researcher will
try to build a structured view of interrelated factors yielding an adequate
meaning of the investigated phenomenon. This, in turn, constitutes a construction of the second order (Konstruktion zweiter Ordnung) as defined
by Schütz.
Another question consists in determining the pattern or »type.« The
generalization from the individual case to the general pattern is confirmed by G. H. Mead through his view of the socialization process in relation to a »generalized other.« Departing from the concept of meaning,
Mead makes the link between the individual attitude to the meaning as
follows: »The mental processes have to do with the meanings of things,
and that these meanings can be stated in terms of highly organized attitudes of the individual. […] Such an organization of attitudes in reference to what we term objects is what constitutes for us the meanings of
things« (Mead 1934: 125). Trying to determine all the backgrounds, single calculations, and future expectations of every individual in order to
present the horizon of expectations is extremely complicated and quite
impossible. And even then, we are limited to the case of the individual in
question. A reduction of those factors in order to attain a certain typology, as we mentioned, is manageable. Adopting this approach implies a
transfer from the particular individual and his »organized attitudes« con16
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structing the individual meaning to a more »generalized« idea of this individual himself implying a set of generalized »organized attitudes« of a
»generalized« individual. The interaction between individuals is, in this
case, reduced to an interaction with a »generalized other,« taking place in
the social environment:
It is in the form of the generalized other that the social process influences
the behavior of the individuals involved in it and carrying it on, i.e., that the
community exercises control over the conduct of its individual members; for
it is in this form that the social process or community enters as a determining
factor into the individual’s thinking. (Mead 1934: 155)

Since the »organized attitudes« of the individual are stemming from the
socialization of the community, thus it should be possible to determine
the collective attitude expected from the individual as a pattern relevant
to the community and not to a particular individual.
Having set the course of action regarding the construction of meaning starting from attitudes, we come now to the question of the relevant
»building blocks of the play«. The building of meaning reduces to a historical reconstruction inducing »types« of interpretations. These, like it is
the case with the elements of the environment, can be divided into esthetic (form) and topical elements (content). At this stage, we need a
definition of the esthetic unit, to which qualitative attributes can be assigned. The easiest term coming to mind at this stage is »element,« and it
is used interchangeably with the term »signs and symbols.« The elements
of the environment and the interrelation between theater and its environment reflect the result of the strategies of the productions in choosing and
processing those elements in a theater play, thus converting them from
raw elements of the environment into processed elements of play. By
considering those elements as signs, we come to Schütz definitions of
sign and sign system:
Zeichen sind Handlungsgegenständlichkeiten oder Artefakte, welche nicht
nach jenen Deutungsschemata ausgelegt werden, die sich aus Erlebnissen von
ihnen als selbständigen Gegenständlichkeiten der Außenwelt konstituieren
oder für derlei Erlebnisse von Gegenständlichtkeiten der physischen Welt im
jeweiligen Erfahrungszusammenhang vorrätig sind (adäquate Deutungsschemata), sondern welche Kraft besonderer vorangegangener erfahrender Erlebnisse in andere (inadäquate) Deutungsschemata eingeordnet werden, deren
Konstitution sich aus polythetischen Setzungen erfahrender Akte von anderen
physischen oder idealen Gegenständlichkeiten vollzog. […] Unter Zeichensystem verstehen wir einen Sinnzusammenhang zwischen Deutungsschemata, in
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den das betreffende Zeichen für denjenigen, der es deutend oder setzend
gebraucht, eingestellt ist. (Schütz 1981: 168)

In this definition, signs are seen as the elements used to perform a
»Handlung.« Their meaning is not determined according to an innate
structure derived from a fixed adequate repertoire of experience, but they
are defined according to dynamic multivariate experiences. Furthermore,
in a Schütz-Luckman context, Soeffner derives three representational
means from the sign: the symbol, the emblem, and the ritual (Soeffner
1989: 160). As representatives of social experience, they rank higher as
the individual concept, historically based and accordingly varied. They
influence their influencer (1989: 161). The symbol as such will not only
be a sign for the »seen,« but it will turn to reality: »the wine is the blood,
and the bread is the flesh of Christ. The symbolized shines through the
symbol (1989: 162). »It is what it is. […] Not only in the everyday life
meaning, but also in the extraordinary one. Symbols are their own concept« (1989: 163). Mead makes the connection between meaning and
symbol according also to past experience.
The meanings of things or objects are actual inherent properties or qualities
of them; the locus of any given meaning is in the thing which, as we say, »has
it.« We refer to the meaning of a thing when we make use of the symbol.
Symbols stand for the meanings of those things or objects which have meaning; they are given portion of experience which point to, indicate, or represent other portions of experience not directly present or given at the time
when, and in the situation in which any one of them is thus present (or is
immediately experienced). (Mead 1934: 122)

If meaning is inherent in the elements, symbols are defined by the way
we refer to them, when they are not immediately in the situation of a
conversation. In comparison, both Schütz and Mead present meaning as
relative to a past experience registered in the subconscious of the interpreter regardless of the immediate situation in which the symbol is used.
This immediate experience, however, becomes a future basis for interpretation inducing a differential in meaning increasing through time. Because the meanings of these units are established by the experience of the interpreters, different interpreters can give different meanings to the same
sign depending on the »experiencing consciousness« of the interpreter:
»[…] der Zusammenhang zwischen Anzeichen und Angezeigtem ausschließlich im erfahrenden Bewußtsein desjenigen konstituiert [ist], welcher das Anzeichen als Hinweis auf das angezeigte interpretiert« (Schütz
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1932: 165). It is this meaning that we are seeking in our »type construction.«
As a conclusion, in the adopted approach, meanings of signs and
symbols are determined with respect to a historical experience: it could
be a theatrical experience, the case of the performance, or a real life one.
Again here, we will try to build types of the criteria of use and interpretation of signs and symbols in relation to theater.
Within the frame of the performance, we consider the »performance
theory« of Schechner (1988) and the »social drama« of Victor Turner
(1982), as stated by Bennet above. The differential in meaning of the
signs and symbols pertinent to a particular performance is the outcome of
a repetition of a certain Erlebnis, which in turn becomes the basis for future interpretations. Victor Turner considers the performance as an Erlebnis in five moments. By relating the past experience to the present
feelings, the spectator establishes meaning within the Erlebnis:
A performance, then, is the proper finale of an experience. Dilthey's presentation of the five »moments« of Erlebnis has a processual structure, being
genetically connected. Each Erlebnis or distinctive experience has (1) a perceptual core—pleasure or pain may be felt more intensely than in routinized,
repetitive behaviors; (2) images of past experience are »evoked with unusual
clarity of outline, strength of sense, and energy of projection« (qtd. in R.A.
Makreel 1975: 141). (3) But past events remain inert unless the feelings originally bound up with them can be fully revived; (4) »meaning« is generated by
»feelingly« thinking about the interconnections between past and present
events. […] But it is in bringing past and present into »musical relation« that
the process of discovering and establishing »meaning« consists. […] (5) an experience is never truly completed until it is »expressed,« that is, until it is
communicated in terms intelligible to others, linguistic or otherwise. Culture
itself is the ensemble of such expressions—the experience of individuals made
available to society and accessible to the sympathetic penetration of other
»minds.« (Turner 1982: 13-4)

Also, in The Performance Theory, Schechner states seven magnitudes of
the performance, ranging from the smallest to the macro unit of the performance; these are: 1. The brain event, 2. The microbit, 3. the bit, 4. The
sign, 5. The scene, 6. The drama, 7. The macrodrama (Schechner 1988:
282). For our purposes, this categorization presents a spectrum of the
levels, upon which, the elements of play can be examined. Moreover, it
suggests a relation between theater and everyday life. This relation, a
core concern of this research, is well elaborated by Schechner, who presents also many links to the social sciences. Among those, we find the
19
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notion of theater as ritual from Victor Turner, and its role in the daily
life—what Turner calls »social drama« (Turner 1982). This approach is
also useful in setting the frame of work: first, by approaching the performance itself as a phenomenon, which focuses the area of work, and
second by connecting it to the environment, which gives a credibility to
any interpretation of the elements of play based on their connection with
their context. Thus, it is no coincidence that Schechner sees in Lebanon a
typical example of a Turnerian drama, confirming therefore the above
mentioned arguments with a hint to the role of the media:
Surely the events in Lebanon over however many decades make a well-knit
Turnerian social drama, one that can never get beyond crisis and failed redressive action. Media encourages these large scale dramas to be viewed
with varying degrees of anxiety and amusement by hundreds of millions of
people. A »Rashomon effect«7 occurs where the same data are woven into
many different narratives according to cultural bias, editing, and individual
interpretation -- and these become parts of a Geertzian interpretation of cultures by different cultures. (Schechner 1988: 281)

At this stage, a practical approach from the upper discussion starts to materialize. For our purposes, the phenomenon of theater could be linked to
its environment through the attitude of its actors. Going through those attitudes, the research, as we mentioned, is oriented towards hermeneutics
and the »Verstehende Soziologie.« Here, we find the works of Weber
(1972), Berger and Luckmann (1969), and Schütz (1974). To the relation
between interpretation in theater and in real life, we consider Goffman
(1959) and Soeffner (1992b). For the method, the qualitative analysis
based on Strauss/Corbin (1998) and Soeffner (1979, 1999) is of interest.
To the work of the actors during the performance, we consider
Stanislavsky (1994). For the reception side, the works of Wolfgang Iser
(1974) and Hans-Robert Jauss (1982) developed for the interaction between text and reader seems interesting. However, the analogy between
text and theatrical performance remains inaccurate. The major difference
is that the text itself is static; the reader decides when to move on with
reading. The performance on the other hand is dynamic; it goes on with
or without the attention of the spectator. Another point is that the performance includes an interaction between actors and audiences; whereas
reading a text presents interaction between the reader and the text, in
which the interpersonal mode of interaction between the reader and the
7

»Rashomon« refers here to a short story by Aktagawa Ryunosuke (1892-1927),
which together with other short stories "Yabu no naka," became the highly
applauded film Rashomon (1950). Rashomon, directed by Kurosawa Akira,
was the first Japanese film to win international acclaim.
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writer is indirect, seen through the choice of words and diction.8 Maintaining the analogy between text and performance under these conditions
reveals unrewarding.
Going back to our first argument of the selectiveness of reception,
the interpretations related to theater can be retrieved from the actors of
theater themselves. Since meanings vary depending on the interpreter, it
was left to the participants in theater to determine their views in this regard. Their respective attitudes determine the position of theater in its social milieu and the possible interpretations attributed to its single elements. For practical purposes, those participants can be divided into two
categories: the production agents including actors, producers, and playwrights, and the reception agents including the audiences. Those are the
actors9 of the phenomenon. The performance represents the field of interaction of all agents and elements of play existing in relation to their
environment. This necessitates an inspection of the relation of those elements to their environmental origins, their usage in theater, as well as the
structure of the environment producing them. In brief, in order to understand the phenomenon of theater in Lebanon, it is essential to consider
production and reception in the different environmental conditions.
Moreover, knowing that the meaning of theater and performance is liable
to change with respect to each area, it is necessary in the field work to reconstruct this meaning with respect to the different milieus, as a prerequisite for understanding the event of a single performance. Within the
performance, an interaction between spectators and actors, which may
differ according to their confessional belonging, takes place. Because it is
not manageable to list and explain all signs of the performance, we will
try to find the criteria upon which esthetic signs change in meaning. In
this manner, types of interpretations by the direct actors are constructed.
Furthermore, the theater process extends beyond the boundaries of the
performance to pre and post-performance phases presented in the »practical framework« section below.
Through this approach, we are not limited to using theater literature
to construct a »general,« »true« meaning of theater although similarities
between the eventual findings of this research and other drama theories
are to be expected. Since other theater theories were developed in different environments, their adaptibility to the Lebanese case is also questionable. Hence, starting from a given general theory of theater and applying
8
9

Compare to this effect the »communication triangle« and the »telic modes of
meaning« as presented in Kane 2000 (p. 253-261).
The word actors here is a designation of the persons or people playing a role
in a phenomenon and not necessarily for the »actors« on stage in theater.
Used as equivalent to the German »Akteure,« it consists of the production
agents (P.A.) and the reception agents (R.A.) of the process of theater.
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that on Lebanon is inadequate for our method, in contrast to starting from
case studies in Lebanon and moving to the generalization of results.
Using the »grounded theory« as explained in the next section, categories are taken from the field research and rooted in its data as we see
from the indicated interview citations in Appendix C; they are derived
from and applicable to the Lebanese case. This does not exclude their
matching of some other results in another field, but at the same time, it
does not mean that they are any direct application of any. The value of
the resemblance to a given theoretical model is in and by itself a confirmation of that model, and is accordingly treated as a potential confirmation but not a result.
Through qualitative interviews, the horizons of expectations of the
actors and the different attitudes towards theater and its environment are
constructed. Those interpreters, actors and spectators, are also considered
among the elements constituting the single performance. A direct interviewing was conducted about how they perceive their role in the performance and their understanding of theater and their attitudes towards
other actors. To this purpose, particular performances are used as examples, taking into account the interaction impact of other participants in
these performances. In addition to that, there are very few statistics about
Lebanese theater that are worth mentioning. Since we are involved in the
interpretation of meaning, the emerging concepts themselves as determinants of meaning are as important as the quantity of people who acknowledge them.
On the practical level, R. Schechner divides the theatrical process
into seven parts: training, workshops, regular rehearsals, warm-up, the
performance, the close, and the assessment or evaluation (Schechner
1984: 26). Since »it is impossible to know prior to the investigation what
the salient problems will be or what theoretical problems will emerge«
(Strauss and Corbin 1998: 49), setting solid thresholds between the processes of theater is also not adequate. The explanation of the processes of
theater will eventually consist of interrelated concepts elaborated, explained, and interpreted with respect to the context of their relation to the
environment and to each other. For manageability purposes, however, we
can manage a working basic division of theater into three main processes: production, reception, and performance.
Two important findings of the first round of interviews—the »open
coding« phase according to the method explained hereafter—confirmed
these assumptions. The first was that theatrical elements, as defined by
the actors, are interpreted in comparison to their environmental equivalents. From this perspective, a satisfactory categorization of the active
forces in the environment is deemed necessary. The second was the ap22
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pearance of an influential factor in the environment: confessionalism. It
developed into the main category as the research progressed. These two
factors in need of inspection were included in the field research as initial
categories to be inspected.10 Later development of the research revealed
their subcategories and characteristics.

A qualitative approach: The »Grounded Theory«
In the »grounded theory,« A. Strauss and later J. Corbin present a methodology for leading qualitative analysis. The »grounded theory« means
»a theory that was derived from data, systematically gathered and analyzed through the research process.« The researcher does not begin a project with a preconceived theory in mind, but rather begins with an area of
study and »allows the theory to emerge from the data.« The background
of this idea is that »Theory derived from data is more likely to resemble
the ‘reality’ than is theory derived by putting together a series of concepts based on experience or solely through speculation« (Strauss and
Corbin 1998: 12). Hence, sticking to rigid guidelines whether in qualitative or in quantitative research methods hinders the discovery of new
categories outside the frame of a preset structure:
[…] to adhere rigidly to initial guidelines throughout a study, as is done in
some forms of both qualitative and quantitative research, hinders discovery
because it limits the amount and type of data that can be gathered.[…] Because these early concepts (gathered through quantitative or some methods
of qualitative research) have not evolved from »real« data, if the researcher
carries them with him or her into the field, then they must be considered
provisional and discarded as data begin to come in. (Strauss and Corbin 1998:
205)

In other terms, a quantitative procedure is liable to limit the research to
the preset categories acquired from experience, secondary literature, personal inclinations, or, in the best of cases, of the first round of inquiry,
the pilot study. Moreover, it is more adequate in the case of preset variables. However, the aim here is to determine properties and dimensions
for expectations, nuances, and characteristics. Strauss explains: »by the
term ›qualitative research,‹ we mean any type of research that produces
findings not arrived at by statistical procedures or other means of quantification.« (Strauss and Corbin 1998: 10-11). Therefore, the use of standardized quantitative means of data collection proves to be inadequate in
10 See the explanation about the organization of the research in the introduction.
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our case because it will involve having preset values for our unknowns.
This is the case in the quantitative approach liable to omitting from its
perspective the emergence of new categories initially unanticipated by
the researcher. Because the unknowns are by definition interpretations
from which we try to construct types, it is not possible to start with the
types themselves. This implies that the direction of the construction
should be from the data to the categories. With the absence of quantitative data and the scarcity of theory and »technical literature« specific to
theater in Lebanon like reports or papers of professional and disciplinary
writing serving as background materials against which findings from actual data can be compared (Strauss and Corbin 1998: 35), it is useless to
speculate or count on personal experience alone in the purpose of building a preset concept to be tested or elaborated. However, quantification is
used in the assessment of the importance of certain categories and their
relevance to a potential emerging theory. The relevance of a category and
its ranking in the conceptual ordering has been determined by the frequency of its occurrence in the different coding procedures resulting from
the interviews, especially the phase known as »open coding.« Later, in
the »axial coding,« frequency was also an indicator of the relevance and
the dimension of a certain property with respect to a category. This is
how the »interplay between qualitative and quantitative methods« mentioned by Strauss and Corbin (1998: 31) is applied in the »conceptual ordering« and »theorizing« procedures (1998: 15).
Furthermore, due to the delicacy of the issue of confessionalism, the
chances of getting reliable information through questionnaires are tiny.
People do not talk freely about this topic, as it was experienced in the
field work. Also, we do not have the possibility of following an incoming
idea by asking on-the-spot questions in such an approach. The lack of
trust in discussing the theme of confessionalism in public would eventually lead to intentional inaccuracies in potential questionnaires. On the
contrary, in a direct interview, there are more chances of deducing the effects of confessionalism depending on the interviewer and the analytical
method thereafter. Now how does the »grounded theory« become visible
in the practice?
The »grounded theory« is a method of leading qualitative analysis,
which starts with a case study and then moves to a more general level
following a series of abstractions and coding procedures: open, axial, and
selective coding. This theory is rooted (grounded) in data acquired in a
field research. Silverman (1993) defines »data« in the following manner:
»When we say ›data,‹ we mean interviews, observational field notes,
videos, journals, memos, manuals, catalogs, and other forms of written or
pictorial materials (qtd. in Strauss and Corbin 1998: 58). Practically, data
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are analyzed and classified in concepts. These concepts are either codified by the researcher or they are assigned codes found in the raw data as
pronounced by the actors (in-vivo). By processing the codes, which are
attributed to parts of data, we come to categories. The relations of the
categories to the phenomenon in question and their interrelations to each
other form the theory or the types we are seeking. The first stage, the
open coding, aims at the discovery of new codes and categories: »Open
coding: the analytic process through which concepts are identified and
their properties and dimensions are discovered in data« (Strauss and
Corbin 1998: 101). The second phase, the axial coding, aims at finding
the relation between those categories: »Axial coding: the process of relating categories to their subcategories, termed »axial« because coding
occurs around the axis of a category, linking categories at the level of
properties and dimensions« (Strauss and Corbin 1998: 123). The final
stage, the selective coding, aims at filling the theoretical blanks in the
links and in the main categories: »Selective coding: the process of integrating and refining the theory« (Strauss and Corbin 1998: 143). The ultimate aim of the coding procedure is to reach »theoretical saturation: the
point in category development at which no new properties, dimensions,
or relationships emerge during analysis« (Strauss and Corbin 1998: 143).
After determining the codes and classifying the categories into theoretical frames, we come to building the model. This stage is not compulsory
for the explanation of the phenomenon, however, it adds to the theoretical saturation of the desired theory. Throughout those phases, a selective
process, the »theoretical sampling,« which determines the direction and
sequence of each following stage, is taking place. »Theoretical sampling
is sampling on the basis of emerging concepts, with the aim being to explore the dimensional range or varied conditions along which the properties of concepts vary« (Strauss and Corbin 1998: 73). The movement
from the specific to the general leads to a more general »theory« with
varying explanation power of the phenomenon in question. To the question of generalizing from one case study, Strauss and Corbin stress that a
qualitative research consists of studying the concepts and their relationships and not the numbers. Manifestations of these concepts might
emerge more than a 100 times in the one case, which might be in different forms according to the writers. If the concepts are abstract enough,
then they gain a general aspect (Strauss and Corbin 1998: 284).
The analytic tools of the »grounded theory« turn out to be the most
adequate for our research especially if we consider the taboo-nature of
the emerging main category »confessionalism,« the delicacy of working
on meaning and interpretation, and the need to construct confessional
types.
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The practical framework
Reaching results through the grounded theory is partly done through
analysis based on comparisons, either with personal experience or with
literature, and on asking questions like who, where, what, how,…
(Strauss and Corbin 1998: 73, 92-3). Here, Strauss and Corbin emphasize: »It is not that we use experience or literature as data but rather that
we use the properties and dimensions derived from the comparative incidents to examine the data in front of us« (1998: 80). To this purpose,
several analytic tools are used to in the coding process.
The first steps of analysis using the »grounded theory is the »microanalysis.« It consists of a »detailed line-by-line analysis necessary at the
beginning of a study to generate initial categories (with their properties
and dimensions).« »It is a combination of open and axial coding.« »Although microanalysis sometimes is referred to as ‘line-by-line’ analysis,
the same process also can be applied to a word, a sentence, or a paragraph« (Strauss and Corbin 1998: 57). However, »not every single bit of
data has to be analyzed ‘microscopically.’[…] Usually, microscopic coding of 10 good interviews or observations can provide the skeleton of a
theorethical structure« (Strauss and Corbin 1998: 281). The code resulting from this analyzed section form the basic unit of conceptualization
and theorizing. After establishing the relation between the different categories and their properties and dimensions, a conclusion about the research problem is liable to emerge. It is usually in the form of an explanation with a generalization potential: a »theory.«
Strauss and Corbin define categories, properties, dimensions, and
subcategories as the following:
•
•

Categories: Concepts that stand for phenomena
Properties: Characteristics of a category, the delineation of which defines and gives it meaning

•

Dimensions: The range along which general properties of a category varies, giving specification to a category and variation to the theory

•

Subcategories: Concepts that pertain to a category, giving it further
clarification and specification (Strauss and Corbin 1998: 101)

Starting from the phenomenon »theater in Lebanon,« the aim is to detect
and reconstruct categories and subcategories of factors influencing the
production and reception of theater, their properties, dimensions, horizontal and axial interrelations. These form the end theory or »type.« With
the use of a self-developed computer database application (explained in
the following section), excerpts from interviews consisting of single
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words, sentences, or paragraphs, were assigned adequate codes. Within
this coding system, the frequency of occurrence was easy to establish. It
is the first indicator of the relevance of a certain concept. The categories,
together with their properties and dimensions, emerged therefore from
qualitatively assessed data. Their relevance to the phenomenon in question was measured quantitatively through the frequency of occurrence of
categories (See Appendix B: Diagram 7). The conceptual ordering of the
categories, which was more transparent at the end of the research, suggested the following practical frame: the environment of theater, the preperformance phase, the performance, and the post-performance. The organization of the research is designed after the entity of the findings in
the following way.
The actors of the phenomenon theater, were referred to as the production agents for the production part in contrast to reception agents for
the spectators and audiences. For the period extending outside (pre/post)
performance, these include: the producer, the playwright, the director,
and the actors. During the performance, from the production agents, only
the actual actors are on stage, interacting with the audiences and the
technical elements. The reception is also divided into two phases:
pre/post performance and during performance. The human elements taking part in this process are the audiences, referred to later as reception
agents.
In the process, four levels corresponding to the phases of the process
from the environment to the performance were distinguished.11 The aim
of those levels is to make the organization and the conclusions more
manageable.
•

•

Level I: designates the general environment where theater is taking
place. This includes Lebanon—with its two internal milieus—and
the externalities coming from the global environment. The actors at
this level are: Christians and Moslems. The relevant institutions at
this level are the religious and educational.
Level II: designates the process of production and reception, as a
sub-process of theater outside the frame of the performance. The actors at this level are the producers, the playwrights, the directors, and
the actors. These can be designated as production, or, using to this
end the in-vivo terminology from the interviews, the theater people.
Parallel to those are the potential audiences, to which we assigned
the term reception. The word actors, unless it is explicitly defined in
the context as stage actors, designates the human factors in the phe-

11 See appendix B, diagram 2.
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•
•

nomenon. Among the institutions involved at this level are the universities, censorship bureau, and the religious organizations.
Level III: designates the performance itself as a sub-process of theater. The actors at this level are the stage actors and their audiences.
Level IV: designates conclusions and consequences. Theoretically
speaking, this level is the end product of the other levels. It also situates the effect of the performances and of theater within the general
environment. It induces a change caused by cycles, plays, and performances. In the frame of the research, it represents the conclusions
derived from data.

Those levels form the framework of the field research; however, they are
extendable enough to avoid hindering the discovery of new data.
Through the interaction of those levels with each other, a better formulation of the theory is reached.

Organization of the research paper
A question can be asked here: if the core method of the research relies on
the »grounded theory,« how come we find a historical elaboration of
»confessionalism,«as main category, right at the beginning? With a typical qualitative research, there are points of interest that turn around a certain phenomenon, which can be expressed through a question, which the
research is supposed to answer through an explanatory theory rooted in
the empirical results. Even if confessionalism would have been considered as a »mini-theory«—which is not the case, since it emerged from
data—confessionalism would have had a practical side.
»From a practical standpoint, the mini-theories have merit, especially
for practitioners who need knowledge to handle problematic situations on
the spot« (Strauss and Corbin 1998: 282). In our case, keeping confessionalism as a background for the interviews avoided endangering both
the field research and the interviewer.12 Besides, confessionalism imposed itself as the main category in the open coding, the phase of detection of the relevant categories in the grounded theory, as mentioned
above. Since the historical overview is displayed at the beginning of the
paper, it was logical to present the historical background of confessionalim also at the beginning. This is not a denial of the emergence of confessionalism as a main category in the empirical data; it simply denotes a
more logical way of organizing the data. On the other hand, a sequential
presentation of the empirical findings in order of appearance complicates
the display of the results as well as the organization of the research.
12 See section: Limitations of the research.
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Hence, instead of following sequential order, the categories were displayed according to their hierarchy. The properties of each category, including confessionalism, even if they emerged at later stages of coding,
were all presented as one section with the category. The relation to other
categories were mentioned also within this section. A synthesis of the
categories and their interrelations is found in the brief conclusions at the
end of each level.
In other words, from the categories that appeared in the open coding,
the main parts of the research could be classified within the above mentioned levels, whose purpose is to distinguish between the different processes related to theater. This also helped in defining the frame of the
fieldwork. Later, the interrelation between the different fields served to
explain the theoretical relations. For practical purposes, results that
emerged from the axial or selective coding were also displayed at the beginning. Again, the reason was to overcome the non-practicality of the
sequential display of data complicating the deduction analyis. It is therefore likely to find categories that appeared factually in the end of the
fieldwork presented before their chronologically precedent emergences.
Also, the relations between categories were presented in all cases departing from the category regardless of the chronological sequence. All in all,
the paper follows an argumentative organization. Starting from Level I,
the environment of theater, we acquire global results of the field research. Based on those, analysis was performed through each section.
Historical and background data are limited to the introduction. All categories emerged from the data.
Regarding the Arabic concepts and names of persons and organizations, the transliteration used is according to the »Deutsche
Morgenländische Gesellschaft« in its publications and by Hans Wehr
(1952/1977). However, the names of persons and organizations that already have a French or English spelling are kept in this spelling. The
transliteration is detailed in the following table:
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Arabic alphabet

Transliteration
ā
b
t
Ó
ğ

Ì
d

r
z
s
š
Ñ

Ó
Û
‘
ġ
f
q
k
l
m
n
h
w, ū
y, ī
’

ا
ب
ت
ث
ج
ح
خ
د
ذ
ر
ز
س
ش
ص
ض
ط
ظ
ع
غ
ف
ق
ك
ل
م
ن
و
ي
ء

Table 1: The Arabic transliteration according to the Deutsche Morgenländische Gesellschaft (DMG) and to Wehr (1952/1977)

The field research and the database
The research, as has been said, follows a schema of open, axial, and selective coding of the qualitative analysis. It consists of interviews with
the actors outside the frame of the performance, together with the observation of a multitude of performances.
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In the fieldwork, interviews with the actors resulted in a mass of field
notes, transcription texts, and protocols. The attitudes of actors were
found to be varying according to the confessional belonging of the interviewer and the interviewee, the region where the interview is taking
place, the structure of the audience and its expectations, and other situational and structural factors. Two social worlds crystallized. They include persons, organizations, and institutions, all having confessional labels. Confessionalism, the first category to appear in the open coding,
was gradually categorized. It characterizes the relation between actors
and audiences, and in all what is of relation to the concept of the other,
but most importantly on the level of interaction especially in the performance. The construction of the other on the confessional basis is,
therefore, part of the relevant attitudes. Those differences were obvious
in interviews of multi-confessional mixture of audiences and actors. In
addition to that, the categories other and self were also elaborated as subcategories of confessionalism. In the axial coding phase, the interviews
were guided towards the completion of the interrelations between the
main categories, which was followed in parallel with theoretical sampling. Reaching the selective coding, the same data was used to detect selective categories, which were in this case, related to the symbolic elements of play used in the interaction.
The interviews are classified in a large self-designed database of
transcriptions,13 offering several analytical tools like coding and classifying. Identification numbers are associated with each excerpt. The recovery of any or all of the desired data records can be achieved by a simple
entry of the identification number. For data protection purposes, only
partial information was included in the text. Translations of selected citations without the complete interview information are found in Appendix
A. The Arabic citations are found in Appendix C. They can be used for
reference purposes about the way the results were deduced. Throughout
the text, references to the direct data are kept through identification numbers. Underlined numbers mean that the excerpt is found in the translated
section at the end. Here, a remark about the translation should be mentioned. This translation was made with reservation from the Lebanese
spoken Arabic. The intended meaning of the interviewee, along with the
interpretation of the interpreter, departed originally from the Lebanese
text. The coding procedure was also made based on the Lebanese text as
transcribed directly from the taped interviews. The English translation,
which came at the end, was used only for illustration purposes. Strauss
13 Many programs aim at facilitating the qualitative research like ATLAS,
ETHNOGRAPH, and NUDIST. My application, based on Microsoft Access, offers
a self-tailored solution to coding and the quantification of results.
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and Corbin encourage only a minimal translation in order for the English
reader to get a feeling about what the interviewees are saying. This is because »the difficulties of accurate, let alone nuanced, translation are legion.« For this purpose, key passages and their codes can be translated
only to a high degree of approximation. One should say that »many of
the original subtleties of meaning are lost in translation« (1998: 285-6).
For the sake of integrity, however, the Arabic reference numbers are also
mentioned in parentheses. These are the non-underlined numbers. The
complete Arabic text is found in the database explained hereafter and a
hard copy is found in Appendix C. The use of the citations in the text
came from the coding procedure. This implies that some citations, which
are loaded with more than one code, are cited at different places. Their
illustrative power, however, is not equal at all times, and if we take one
point, some reference numbers are more illustrative than others. This discrepancy is molded when looking at the sequential context in which the
coding was elaborated.
The database program contains all the interviews and makes them
easily accessible throughout the research. This helps a lot in the classification of the large amount of interview excerpts, but more important in
the coding processes. The retrieval of the results of the coding phases is
made faster and easier and the frequency of appearance of a certain category in the open coding was automatically registered. In the following
phases, the axial and selective coding, easy access to the root data helped
verifying the source at any point, which allowed the double-checking of
the data. Moreover, the semantic frequency of relevant words or in-vivo
concepts could also be detected. With this, there was quantification of the
qualitative results.
Observation and protocoling
In opposition to film or text, we cannot »catch« the performance. Creating a video film of the performance restricts the analysis to the perspective of this film limiting hence the freedom of the potential reception to
that particular frame. This aggravates the importance of the observation
data, in which a researcher has the chance of living this unique and unrepeatable event, and therefore the freedom of analysis. In any case, there
is very little filmed material of theater plays, because of copyright considerations.
Limiting the observation phase to the actual field research period is
not quite accurate. The researcher started following the subject already in
the early stages of his work in theater. This has two sides: first, he was
able to gather a good deal of inside information, which is a positive result; second, during the present evaluation of the interviews, he had to
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filter out the opinions, which were built during this extended observation.
On the whole, the long observation period opened the door towards an
in-depth analysis, and helped especially in refraining from hasty, inaccurate judgments. The observation of the latest field research, however,
which was accompanied with field notes and protocols, constituted in the
bottom line, next to the interviews, the main material on which the results were based.
Interviews
The aim of the interviews was to gather audio material and, when possible, other data to analyze following the methods described above. They
consisted of a series of conversations with actors, directors, producers,
playwrights, critics, and spectators, with different lengths. At the beginning, there was a sketch of a guide for the interviews, 14 but later it was
more beneficial to lead the interview towards an open-end type, where
the possibility of getting new categories, especially about critical or taboo subjects, is more likely. As a start, two guidelines explained below,
were designed: one for the audience on the reception side and one on the
production side.
An interview would start by stating the name and the place where the
person comes from. This way one has a fair chance of knowing to which
confession the person belongs. The reason is the demographic division
issuing from war.
Apart from that there were always other guidelines to knowing the
origin of the person, regarding accent, clothes, education, and so on… Of
course this means a considerable amount of time to be allocated to each
interview according to the guidelines, especially when the interviewee
goes astray and wants to talk about other things of interest to him. In the
evaluation phase, this time revealed to have been well invested.
On the production side, interviews were conducted with: directors,
actors, producers, writers, critics, and other people who work in theater.
On the reception side, the different audiences were equally interviewed.
This was done either directly before or after the performance, or independently from a specific performance. The length of the interviews varied according to the time allocated to by the interviewees and the saturation level regarding certain points. The range shifted between less than
five minutes, in the case of on-the-spot interviews with audiences just before, or right after the performance, to a long argumentation of more than
three hours, usually with theater experts. The number of those interviews
is about a hundred. This was conceived as a security margin. Two important goals were achieved through this large number. First, no incoming
14 A copy of the »interview guidelines« is presented in Appendix A.
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data seemed to bring any novelty to the coding procedure. Second,
through theoretical sampling and selective coding in the last interviews, a
confirmation of the first results took place. No more data about the points
that were not satisfied in the beginning came from the last interviews. By
moving closer to »theoretical saturation« (Strauss and Corbin 1998: 292)
is where the field research came to an end.
During the open-ended interviews, some questions where intentionally used as stimulators for talking in order not to lose the spontaneity of
the interviewee. This resulted in long interviews. Confessionalism, which
is a taboo-topic, has dictated the use of this method. The conversation
aims at determining how theater is received by both audiences and theater people. The points brought up by the interviewees were elaborated.
Among other things, they were relevant to the level of their education,
theatrical education. The interview starts with a general overview of the
meaning of theater and the spontaneous comments on defined points in a
particular play. Then it moves to tackle more critical things regarding
confessionalism, identity, the war, the political situation, and other
themes the interviewees associated with the play. The next step is to get
an opinion about other plays they saw, and what they found interesting in
those plays. With different degrees of success relative to each interview,
the data collected was satisfactory in getting substantial results.
In the transcription, only illustrative sections of the interviews, which
do not represent the whole text, were considered in the in-depth analysis.
These sections, ranging from one word to a whole paragraph or a series
of paragraphs, amounted to 1666 sections of which 1269 sections were
coded (76%). A number of 181 sections (10.8%) were translated as illustrations. Strauss and Corbin stress that the amount of descriptive quoting
from interviews to be included in the text as a whole and the translated
parts are left to the researcher to determine according to his purpose
(1998: 283). »In general, however, we think twice about loading a theoretically oriented monograph with too many chunks of descriptive material« (Strauss and Corbin1998: 284). For practical reasons, it is not possible to include all those citations in the text. This would put down the
logical sequence and make the text incomprehensible. Once again, we
stress here that the value of the data comes from the frequency of the
concepts determined hereby through the coding procedure (1998: 284)
and not through the microscopic analysis of every detailed piece of data.
This coding was best made through the database. A statistical diagram of
the frequency of the main categories is found in Appendix B, diagram 7.
The written material is usually presented after the analysis is through, it
»usually begins with an introductory chapter, followed by a review of the
literature, then a presentation of the findings (in two or three chapters),
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and then the summary/conclusions/implications section. For all that, the
thesis writer might be able to think architecturally about the middle chapters« (Strauss and Corbin 1998: 251).
Limitations
There are many limitations to the field research. First, apart from the unwillingness to discuss confessionalism, asking about that subject was
also dangerous regarding the precarious status of freedom in the country.
It was therefore not advisable to ask certain questions because of the police and a multitude of security systems.15 This made the interviewees reluctant to talk about things associated with the war like confessionalism
or the view of the other. The classical answer to such questions would
be: »we are all brothers,« and this would practically mean the end of the
conversation. One has to be satisfied with what the interviewee narrates
about the others and his or her analysis of their line of action. In addition
to that, it was not obvious that the interviewer, coming from the domain
of theater and personally knowing most of the people working in that
field, could tackle certain topics which could be considered as personal.
Moreover, to many interviewees, it was not clear why the interviewer
would ask questions to which the answers are quite evident for somebody
who lived the war and worked in theater. The aim of being objective and
wanting to extract all the data from the interviews was not evident. Second, video cameras were not allowed inside theater houses, because the
producers usually have an agreement with a certain TV station, to exchange the copyrights of filming the play against advertisement. Third,
the production actors are unwilling to reveal certain aspects of their professional methods by openly discussing the own work. It was another
challenge to extract that information. Fourth, the translation and transcription of interviews presented another type of problem concerning the
accuracy of the translation, as we mentioned earlier. Making the analysis
and coding departing from the original language of the interviews solved
this problem. The intensity, tone, and delicacies are not always shown in
comparison to the original text. Fifth, using the performances as examples present another problematic issue. Due to security and also professional considerations, it is not appropriate to include any names in the
confessional or professional context. This created a substantial prohibition to the freedom of using the essential information gotten either from
interviews or from observations. Complete anonymity is rather impossible, since any little reference to the story, the place, or the context of a
15 Having the private security personnel is a matter of status and power. In
many performances, it is not unusual to find many groups of private bodyguards.
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theater play immediately reveals the persons involved in it. This had a serious influence on curbing the use of examples and citations, especially
in relation to critical topics. On the one hand, creating friction is a confirmation of the analysis presented in the research; on the other hand, it
limits the tools used to reach this analysis. This implies some scarcity in
the use of examples, citations, and descriptive detail. Sixth, another type
of scarcity is also found in the written literature about theater. Only a few
books and newspaper articles are available. The rest of the information—
also the historical part—was extracted from the interviews with many inaccuracies in the documentation of the interviewees and knowing the
problem of the absence of official statistics about theater productions or
the audiences.

A historical overview
In this section an overview of the historical context of Lebanon is presented. It also offers an overview of the history of Lebanese theater.

The confessional context
Tracing the roots of confessionalism is a long odyssey in the history of
Lebanon. This is due to changing regional, military, and political actions
determining its fate. Some stations in this history left undeniable impressions. The confessional context serves as a support to understand the dimensions of some of the terminology used in this research namely the
rupture between Christians, Moslems, and Druzes. The narration of history is, however, influenced by the confessional identity of the narrator.16
This is noted in many instances. At schools, history books avoid mentioning any event from a confessional perspective. They go as far as denying such interpretations. Many are the books, however, that elaborated
on the role of confessionalism in shaping the modern history of Lebanon.
Most of those were written either by Westerners or from a Western perspective. Taking advantage of the climate of freedom in Europe and
America and of the distance from the Lebanese environment, which usually acclimatizes the writers in this context, the narrators of history from
this perspective consisted of Lebanese doing their research abroad, together with Westerners associated with Lebanon either through their
fields of research or through their fascination in the Orient as a whole,

16 In the overview here, I relied on Salibi’s (1991), which is considered as the
standard work to the history of Lebanon.
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